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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018146290A2] The invention relates to a bow attachment (1) consisting of an elastic material for a bow of a stringed instrument. Said
bow attachment comprises an elongate support element (2) which is adapted to rest on a handle end of the bow on a bow stick, a first and a second
securing element (16, 18) which are mounted on the two ends of the elongate support element. The first securing element (18) is adapted so that it
can be secured to a bow, and the second securing element (16) is adapted so that it can be secured to the bow stick; a first gripping surface (10) is
mounted on a longitudinal side of the securing element, a stabilising surface (6) and a second gripping surface (8) are mounted on the longitudinal
side of the support element opposite the first gripping surface. A first section (12) of the first gripping surface and the stabilising surface (6) are
adapted to at least partially rest on opposite sides of a bow frog. A second section (14) of the first gripping handle and the second gripping handle
(8) are adapted to at least partially rest on opposing sides of the bow frog and respectively, has a width perpendicular to the longitudinal side of the
support element which are adapted to be smaller than the distance of a bow covering to an upperside of the bow stick. The support element (2), the
stabilizing surface (6) and the first and second gripping surfaces (8, 10) are provided with knobs.
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